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Preface

O

NCE AGAIN Mendocino Coast Writers Conference
offers the excellent writing of our contest and scholarship
winners. Dipping into Issue #2 of our Noyo River Review is to
discover writers who explore life with honesty and perception,
from the beauty of Laura Leigh’s seasonal haiku to Linda
Lambert’s drama of revolution in Egypt to the sexual confusion
of Gillian Herbert’s prize-winning coming-of-age memoir.
Lindsay Smith, one of our Five Under Twenty-five scholars,
ponders “…the desire to prove to someone, everyone, that you
endured the rats.” Jewels Marcus, Mikey Bettencourt and Sue
Gibson offer whimsy and humor along with deeper insights.
Anandi van Diepen-Hedayat, Judith Fisher, debee loyd,
Catherine Marshall and Laura West share significant moments
of drama and discovery. Mari Naal, one of our youngest Five
Under Twenty-five scholars, speaks for all of our contributors
and readers in the line: “Words that I write I hope will someday
change lives.”
We are also honored to once again include artwork by members
of the Mendocino Art Center, one of our partners in the rich
cultural life of the Mendocino Coast of California.
You can read more about the Mendocino Coast Writers
Conference in the back pages of this journal. If you are a writer,
we can offer you a warm welcome at future conferences.

Maureen Eppstein

Executive Director, Mendocino Coast Writers Conference, 2006–2013
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Pastel Sunset
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Gillian P. Herbert
First Place Winner

An excerpt from the memoir, No Telling

Brownie Bravado

T

hursday evening was always exciting because I went
to Brownies. Away from my schoolteacher parents,
I joined my friends, all of us decked out in brown dresses,
yellow ties, brown berets and shoes. We ran, laughed, sang and
worked towards our craft and sports badges. My friend and I
lived close to each other so we would meet and collect other
girls on our way to the church hall where our meetings were
held.
We played hard, danced in our little groups, sang loud
and repeated our promise to do our best
		
To love my God,
		
To serve the Queen and my country,
		
To help other people and
		
To keep the Brownie Guide Law.
We followed that with the Brownie Guide Law:
		
A Brownie Guide thinks of others
before herself
		
And does a Good Turn every day.
The Pack was led by Brown Owl, a long suffering
woman who understood her role was to give us a good
time, get us to let off steam and lay the foundation for our
migrating into the Girl Guides. At meeting’s end, Brown Owl
saw us off with a loud “Hoot” and a reminder to walk home
together for safety.
Often we cheated on our route home. We cut across
the common land to get home faster. Muddy pathways
zigzagged among scrawny bushes and trees with scrub grass
filling in between. Crossing the common was forbidden; unlit
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and sparsely travelled, it was considered unsafe for us ten-yearolds. But we did it anyway.
This Thursday evening was no different from others
as we scrambled through the bushes. Until a couple of girls
started to taunt me.
“You’re such a tomboy. You’re always wearing your
brother’s shirts and shorts to play.”
It was true; my mother used the clothes my brother
had outgrown for my play clothes. But I didn’t mind. It meant
I could climb trees and play hard and dirty without getting
into trouble.
“So what?” I yelled back.
One of them swung around with a sneer on her face.
“Bet you’re not really a girl with your pageboy hair
and your brother’s sandals.”
I stopped and looked down at my feet, at my brother’s
shoes. I looked up and saw the girls standing in front of me
expectantly.
“I am a girl, so there!” I spat out through tears.
“Prove it then!” one shouted.
I stepped back, lifted my dress and dragged down my
panties.
“There!” I cried out. I proved it.
Their faces paled. The air hung still for seconds. They
backed away, turned and ran. I adjusted my clothing and ran
after them. As we scattered to our homes they sang out their
good byes and I heard latches clicking as gates closed.
I walked up our garden path, round to the back door
and into the kitchen. Mother was cleaning the work counter
and laying the table for next morning’s breakfast. I ran past
her up the stairs and into my bedroom. I didn’t talk to anyone.
I never told of my pain and desperation. Or of my confusion
at being thought a boy.
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Fireworks

S

he told me it was midafternoon when she arrived at
the hotel, along with her elderly parents. After checking
in, she followed the directions to the “shared young women’s
room” upstairs. This hotel offered a special price break if older
teenagers shared a room. My parents had signed me up for
this, despite my objections, as had hers.
Seeing the door ajar, she paused in the doorway. As
she looked into the room she saw four single beds on the left
and a bay window with a window seat at the far end. Later she
told me all she saw clearly was a silhouetted figure lounging on
the window seat. The back light drew a line around me—one
leg straight out, one bent up, leaning back against the window
frame.
“Hullo,” she called out.
“Hullo,” I answered. No more. I didn’t even turn my
head. I didn’t want to be on this vacation with my parents in
this shared room with this stranger.
She abandoned her luggage at the door and slowly
walked across the room to the far end of the window seat
where she looked out the window. “Beautiful gardens, aren’t
they?”
I nodded.
She turned to me. “I’m Jean.”
I lifted my eyes. “I’m Gill.”
She stood with her legs slightly apart, hands thrust in
the pockets of her drainpipe trousers, bouncing slightly on her
toes. She smiled. “Have you explored the place yet?”
I shook my head. She waved her arms toward the door
and said, “Come on; let’s go.”
Reluctantly, I unwound myself, dropped my feet to
the floor and stood up. I followed her out the door and down
the corridor.
We wandered through the games room, past table
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tennis tables, through the dining room, tables set with white
cloths, through the library, out onto the tennis courts and
around the pool. We chattered. Where are you from? Who did
you come with? What do you do? How old are you? Do you have
brothers or sisters? I learnt Jean came from Birmingham, was
an only child and taught games and physical exercise in an
elementary school. Laughingly, she told me her parents had
knocked three years off her age—16 to 21 was the age range
for shared rooms—to save money.
I told of my older brother, who wasn’t on this trip,
my school teacher parents who’d brought me here, that I
was seventeen and in my last year in a hotel and restaurant
training programme.
Standing with our backs to the pool, we could see
terraced gardens on the hillside below. Beds of roses climbed
up over arbours along the winding pathways. Ambling down,
we curled up on opposite ends of a bench. Our conversation
was diffident. Jean did all the work, but slowly I loosened up
and began to laugh. I leant back, relaxing as I enjoyed her
warmth.
That evening, dinner was followed by a social event in
the main recreation hall. There was a small group of musicians
and an MC who called the dances. It started out with country
square dancing, adults, teens and children all mingling, much
laughter and many missteps, everyone enjoying themselves.
About nine-thirty the musicians took a refreshment break.
Children disappeared to bed and more adults drifted in
from the bar, drinks in hand. The noise level dropped and
murmured conversation swirled about.
Around ten the musicians started playing softer,
quieter music for ballroom dancing. Gradually couples took
to the floor. With the children gone to bed, some older, more
genteel guests ventured up. Young adults all the way through
to silver-haired couples glided elegantly across the room.
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I danced occasionally with my father. As a child I’d
learnt to dance by standing on his shoes and circling around
the living room. In my early teenage years I’d had to stand
on my own feet as he’d taught me the steps to basic ballroom
dances. But most of the time he swept by with my mother in
his arms. They cut a dashing couple, moving well and talking
softly to each other.
Occasionally, two women would swing by dancing
together, and a quick glance around the room made it clear
there was a shortage of male partners. This was 1961 and the
loss of life in World War II had cost England thousands of
young men. There was a huge gap which aged along with the
passing years and now showed itself mainly in the lack of men
aged 30-40.
A quiet voice drew my attention back to our table.
Jean had slipped into the chair next to me.
“Gill, I saw you dancing with your father. Would you
dance with me?”
We edged on to the floor and were soon drawn into
the circling throng. I got used to her arms around me, her
body guiding me with a gentle touch. She danced well, so I
relaxed and enjoyed her chatter. We danced several times that
evening and I really enjoyed the ease I felt with her. My gangly
teenage awkwardness seemed to drop away and I laughed
freely. I was delighted and surprised at myself.
When the event broke up, I kissed my parents and
promised to be down for breakfast at eight-thirty. We went
our separate ways as folk began to migrate upstairs to their
bedrooms. Back in my shared room I grabbed my wash kit
and dashed to the bathroom. I wanted to be in my pyjamas
and in bed while still alone. Although I’d slept with other
girls in dorms and tents at summer camps, tonight was
different. I was shy.
Maybe I dozed. A few small noises drifted by on the
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edge of my consciousness, but I stayed hunkered down in
my warm blankets. When the light went out, I relaxed more
and let my mind wander over the day, full and interesting. I
wondered what tomorrow would bring.
I started up when a hand shook my shoulder. I heard,
“Gill, it’s okay. It’s just me, Jean.”
I sank back on my pillow.
“Gill, I’m really cold. Can I come in with you and get
warm?”
Unthinkingly, I pulled back the bedding and
motioned her in. As she curled around my back, her arms slid
across my chest and her head rested next to mine.
“Thanks, Gill, I was freezing.”
We lay spooned together, talking quietly. My body got
used to her softness and warmth. Her hands gently stroked
me and she ran her fingers through my hair. It was good to be
held close, to be caressed.
I squirmed out of her arms and, with much giggling
as I tried not to fall off the narrow bed, I turned over. Now we
lay face to face. I stroked her face and hair as she softly kissed
me. I returned the kiss as I felt her body breathing into mine.
Our kisses grew deeper as our hands roamed the other. I’d
never done this before. Her hands drifted over my entire body
until I knew nothing other than sensation. I was on fire and
Jean moved quickly and decisively to release the fireworks.
I turned my head into her shoulder and lay still, still
but still vibrating. We were silent. I was safe in her arms. We
drifted off to sleep.
Hours later I opened my eyes as I felt Jean shift. The
sky was lightening as dawn approached. Jean spoke softly, “I’m
going back to my bed now. Go back to sleep.”
I nodded drowsily.
“And Gill, you can’t tell anyone about this. You hear
me?”
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I nodded again, closed my eyes and snuggled down. I
was cold. I knew I had to hide. I didn’t understand why, but I
knew I was no longer safe.

What’s In A Word?

O

ur local library was a tall, dark building. Huge
pillars, silent and pale, stood on either side of the entry
stairs. Years of scurrying feet had worn dips in the concrete
steps. Clutching piles of books, most trotted straight ahead
into the brightly lit general lending area. Still, very quiet,
whispers-only was the rule. A librarian sat at the central
carousel taking in returned books and checking dates for
overdue fees. Another librarian stamped due dates in books
being taken out. The date stamp made a loud, metallic
clacking noise every time she banged it down on a book, three
books per reader. Clackity, clackity, clack. All around were
huge stacks of books, close together, with high windows at the
top of the walls. The space felt solemn and purposeful.
This was the first Saturday after our return from
holiday and I needed answers. I avoided the main entrance
and turned right through the swinging glass doors that read
“Reference Library.” Even more silent, like an inner sanctum,
very little movement. A librarian sat behind a small desk next
to a large catalogue file that stretched down the length of the
room. She looked at me questioningly; clearly she thought I
was in the wrong place. I ignored her and walked back along
the row of files. I needed to do this on my own.
But how? I didn’t know the right word. So I decided
to start with a word I did know. I knew that men who loved
other men were called homosexuals. Slowly I made my way
to the “H” drawers, all the time keeping a covert eye on the
librarian. No, I didn’t need any help, thank you.
Eventually I had scribbled enough numbers. I
gathered several books, and retreated to a desk back in a
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corner. I switched on the brass desk lamp and slid onto the
chair. I felt very alone as I sat in the bright circle of light,
surrounded by relative darkness.
Periodically, I ventured out for a few more books,
until I was reading about lesbianism. Now I had the word. I
was a lesbian. My fingers caressed the deep grain of the oak
desk top. The wood felt warm and smooth between the sharp
ridges. I played with the corners of the book pages, repeatedly
riffling them. I read quietly for over an hour.
Leaning back in my chair, I gazed through one of
the high windows at the grey sky with dark, looming clouds
threatening rain. I was back seven days, on holiday. I heard
Jean laugh as she beat me at table tennis, and our yelling as we
swam in the freezing water in the pool. We talked and told
our stories as we took long walks. Our nights were filled with
warmth and tenderness, wandering hands and lips, delights so
recently discovered.
Isolated in my corner, I began to understand that
everything I read was bad news. I didn’t believe I was
“deviant” or “perverted” or “psychologically immature,”
but I did understand now why Jean had been so emphatic
with her “Tell no one.” Clearly she’d known lesbianism was
unacceptable, how wrong it was, and how we needed to hide.
I reshelved all the books, making sure they were in
line with the rest. Walking home, deep in thought, I kicked
at the gravel on our pathway. I struggled to reconcile the joy
I’d experienced with the bleakness of the damning judgments
I’d read. I knew my life had changed, I just didn’t know how
much.
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Jewels Marcus
Carmen Etcheberry-Freund Fellowship

The Next Coming

			
I’m not who you think I am.
Days of lush lazy lawns pregnant
with carefree laughing children
are long gone.
I’m your daughter’s daughter.
The new messiah.
The coroner.
The next coming.
I’m walking on the backs of discarded plastic bottles,
across seas, in search of salvation and clean drinking water.
I’m sifting through un-majestic purple mountains of trash,
for the tainted treasure of tasteless scraps
to fill my aching empty guts.
I’m roaming radiated deserts for evidence of my inheritance.
I’m your judge your jury your coroner
stuffing the giant cracks you left in the scorched earth
with the putrid, swollen bodies of my kin.
I’m your daughter’s daughter
needing to grow new lungs to filter the filthy air,
new hands to claw over continents of blackened concrete.
I’m the one left after the last holocaust.
The one you didn’t want to notice, too busy
entertaining yourselves
for one third of your lives.
I’m not who you think I am.
I’m the minister the preacher
the teacher.
My hopes and prayers like wolves sent out to devour our fears.
I’m the new messiah
walking on water.
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The coroner 		
burying your future.
The next coming.
Previously published in the anthology At the Edge: Writers of the
Mendocino Coast (Gray Whale Press 2013).
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Fear Love Fear Love Fear Love
I didn’t realize how much I loved fear.
How like a murderer, it kills all
those other insipid feelings
that hide behind veneers of propriety.
I didn’t know how much I loved
cleaning my gutters.
Placing the precarious ladder
each step a lesson in acrobatics.
Scooping the pungent loamy leaves loose
fear hammering out heart punching
adrenal smoke signals, spyglasses &
Sherlock Holmes hats that delve into
hidden haunts of childhood angst.
I didn’t know how much I loved the fear
of running down abandoned trails
spider webs clinging to my face
arms flailing madly.
I didn’t realize how much I loved fear
until the hair on my arms rose up
like corpsi from tiny graves
and kissed the cold spinning sky.
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The Last Supper
Last night after dinner I glanced down at my plate.
My cheese wedge was in the shape of Louisiana.
That’s how I knew Death was knock knock knockin’ at my
back door.
Hey you, Death, I answered, I spit in your hollow eyes.
It ain’t my time, Death, I know it ain’t my time.
Get away or I’ll snap your murderous hands off
stuff them down your empty deceitful throat
and kick your cadaverous ass from here to eternity.
Death kept knockin’ like a used car salesman
trying to sell off his last lemon.
Tell ya what, Death, when I’m ready to go
I’ll press my naked body against your spindly ribs
plant a French kiss in your toothy grin,
hump your bones all the way to heaven or hell
and that’s how you’ll know when it’s my time.
All was quiet for a minute…
then Death started knockin.’
Thinking this could be my last meal
I leaned over my cheese wedge, took a big bite
turned it on its side to reveal Michigan.
I could imagine the Lakes all along the upper half.
Rowing toward the land mass was Death
knockin’ on the bow of the boat,
claiming it was really the River Styx.
I took a bigger bite. Rhode Island,
The first of the thirteen original colonies
to declare independence from British rule.
That’s when Death stopped knocking.
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I slid the cheese under a glass jar, hoping mold
wouldn’t eat away my independence.
Independence from mortality?
Death’s the only one got that.
Ah Death, glorious eternal celebrity,
how could we live without you?
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Poor Poor Heart
Hey, have you ever had a broken heart?
I’ve had mine sliced, diced, filleted and bar-be-qued
then fed back to me on a stale bun.
My heart once jumped clear outta my chest
through my gaping mouth,
to escape the splintering agony
of yet another failed love affair.
I caught a glimpse of it
grasping the back of the dearly departed
as she limped away from my hollow chest.
Felt it growing back, swelling with self-righteousness,
fed by justifiable, un-digestible, false indignation.
In fact, over the years, the skin of my poor, poor heart
has gotten so tough and gnarly that it has grown spines.
Looks like a downright petulant porcupine.
This old ticker is an equal opportunity breaker.
It can shatter like safety glass wherever beauty walks
or swell like the big red ass of a baboon
only to be popped by the needle of a surly look.
It’s been stomped on by the muddy boots of
marching soldiers on their way to yet another
appointment to foment agony on the innocent.
But here it is still, still pumping on my corpuscles
this whore of a heart, indiscriminate, slobbering
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keeps breaking, keeps beating,
keeps pounding, keeps throbbing
ahh life ahh life ahh life
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Threshold
Photo on Canvas or Glass, 38 ins x 16 ins
Cie Gumucio
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Mikey (Michael) Bettencourt
Friends of MCWC Scholarship

Cotton Candy
I'd like to meet the guy who
invented cotton candy.
Who looked up into the skies and saw
the dreams and wishes of a million children,
And said why not. Why
can't we eat clouds? Why
can't we enjoy the impossible?
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Someone else

Written in response to the death of a classmate.
It would only happen to someone else,
Someone miles and miles away,
And you only hear about it in the news, or by rumor,
And more often than not, you don't hear about it at all.
No, that wouldn't happen to me, not in my world,
Not in my perfect community.
It would only happen to someone else,
But we are all someone else to someone else.
And when someone else has had their share
Of bad luck, you're the someone who has to care.
Your beautiful life becomes intruded, your utopia, polluted,
But it only just happened to someone else.
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Insect
My apologies, little insect,
Lying on the floor,
My peers by pressure won't let me
Give you any more
Than this sad, pointless tossing,
Into the trash by the wall,
I'll let you know, I understand
Your type knows not funeral.
Our kind knows not your sorrows,
Calls you unimportant, non-existent.
In their dislike, hating distaste,
And disrespect to your low intelligence,
They mark you as a bother,
A pest, a—pardon—bug,
So all that I can give you
Is a sweeping off the rug.
It's true your kind is sorrowless,
Instincts may be all you know,
But if there's a soul inside of you,
We may never care though.
But you were put out to be composted,
Your matter turned into plants.
Maybe someday you'll bear fruit,
And that fruit will fall into the hands
Of a long future son, a nephew, niece,
One who bears your genes,
And you will have helped your survival somehow,
Though, you may not know what that means.
As humans, we flaunt intelligence,
Surviving comes as natural as breathing,
We wouldn't believe, as you don't believe me,
Your constant effort... Your constant worrying...
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So here I give explanation
And apology, for our hate,
That you're considered insubstantial,
For understanding, it's too late.
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Mari Naal

Bob and Judy Mathey Scholarship

Writing It
The flow of my pencil brings my conscious stream to a
continuous run of graphite
My voicelessness
shyness
cured with the movement of my wrist
Freedom from that cage of fearing judgment that can wither
your opinions
What I’m scared to express in the small voice I have I can
scream
in the drippy ink from a dented pen
which I chewed with nervousness before beginning to write
And now with new wings of free-verse
I smile
feeling that something for which you have passion
can somehow spread your happiness
The anxiousness pours out my heart into square-shaped letters
either with happy morality or darker demise
Words that I write I hope will someday change lives
Truth
Fiction
The tenses all matter.
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Anandi van Diepen-Hedayat
Linda Crockett Memorial Scholarship

An excerpt from “Expensive Reptiles,” a short story

T

he tiled studio apartment had already grown hot
by 10:30 a.m., when Lydia's new chocolate Labrador,
Ráton, barked her awake. Swinging her feet out of bed and
onto the Mexican tile, Lydia eyed Ratón with some suspicion.
The night's sleep had been fragmented by the dog's uneasy
pacing and the eternal roar of Sepúlveda Boulevard. This was
Lydia's first day in Los Angeles. The dog had come with the
apartment.
Moving to L.A. was not Lydia's choice. A bead of
sweat surfaced on the crest of her upper lip as she tied a leash
to Ratón, triple-checked her locked door, and started east on
foot. She would walk Ratón to her cousin Paulina's nearby
house and then catch a bus to L.A. County Jail.
Lydia’s father would be incarcerated there for two
more months. Paulina, whose husband and two young
daughters were also Angelenos by birth, told Lydia that Ratón
could kennel there by day, but that she should have him in her
own apartment by night.
The dog trotted obediently into Paulina's pink stucco
apartment, a larger version of Lydia's, which was white and
on a busier street. Paulina, whom Lydia barely knew, gave her
cousin a quick hug. Then she said in a warning voice, "Your
dad is stubborn, but I bet you can handle him." Unsure what
to say to Paulina about a father with whom she was also
unacquainted, Lydia replied, "Thank you, darling."
Well, that was sticky-sweet, Lydia reflected as she
walked toward the bus stop. The heady scent of a bakery
joined the warm, wet air layering in from the beach and traffic
nearby. Lydia caught the eastbound bus downtown.
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There was an hour-long bus ride, and an hour-long
administrative haggle at the county jail. Finally Lydia was
face to face with the father she could remember better from
photographs than from early childhood. One night when
she was four, Lydia's father had walked out of the family, a
closet full of his clothes intact, his inoperable Dodge Dart
in the carport. He had quietly closed the apartment's door,
descended a flight of stairs, and, as far as Lydia was concerned,
disappeared into the night.
That was 1987 in Santa Rosa, California. Lydia had
spent the rest of her young life housed in the project at the end
of Camioneta Court. She graduated from the local university
with a BA in sociology. Three days after the ceremony, Lydia
returned home from an afternoon of grocery shopping. Her
mother had left a note:
“Gone to India. I should have rededicated to the
spiritual years ago. Feel free to try to scam the life insurance—I
probably won't be back. Sorry you don't have siblings, but you
were quite a handful on your own.”
Now, in the offensive white light of the jail's visiting
room, Ralph Bayamesa looked at his daughter with narrowed
eyes.
“It’s nice to see you, but I don’t know why you’re here.
Or how you found me.”
Nearby, a visiting woman’s voice suddenly rose in an
argument with an inmate. Ralph looked at her with eyes that
betrayed a storm of confusion, and Lydia inwardly cowered.
Indeed, he seemed angry. She spoke quickly.
"I climbed the gossip beanstalk. I moved here, and I
need help. Dad, you owe me."
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Pensive Raven
Print from zinc plate etching, 6 ins x 8 ins
Charles A. Williams
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Judith Fisher

Mary Bradish Scholarship
Excerpts from the memoir, Bookbinder’s Daughter,
a Life Lost and Found

Albany to New York

F

leeting images from the previous three weeks swirl in
my head, crowding each other: doctors, tests, restraints,
the flash of a switchblade—dream-like, strung together like
pop-it beads with tenuous connections. The day had started
out bitter cold and dismal, sidewalks frozen solid with slush.
Inside, my mind is cloudy as I wait in the lounge, my small
bag packed, sitting beside me. I am hopeful, since my parents
are coming, of getting out of this place, this hellhole, and that
somehow I will return to my life, whatever that means.
I feel frightened and hover close to the nurse’s station
for its questionable protection. From here, I can see the sharp
edges of the locked medicine cabinet, the one I broke into that
complicated this whole mess.
Something happened before that. Why am I here
anyway? Questions float like jellyfish, transparent, appearing,
disappearing, then gone. Shock treatments have screwed with
my mind. I stare at my bag, then down the long corridor,
trying to figure it out.
Dad steps out of the elevator in his charcoal gray
storm coat. Mom follows in her best black wool coat with the
fur collar, carrying a black patent leather purse. My parents
look so small, confused, like children, as they walk toward me.
I am nervous and shaking, but glad they have come.
“Please take me home,” I beg, quietly sobbing into the
cold dampness of their winter woolen coats.
Dad signs papers, receives instructions. He carries
my bag to the Chevy station wagon, and I climb into the
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familiar back seat. Once on the Thruway, I notice we pass the
Route 20 turnoff, as well as the next exit leading to Cobleskill
and home. We make a less familiar turn south, towards
Poughkeepsie and New York City.
“Where are we going?” I ask.
Mom snuffles and turns away.
“We thought since you’ve been in the hospital, we’d
all take a break, a little visit to New York,” Dad says. “You
know, like we used to. We’ll see a couple of plays, shop at
Best’s, have dinner at the Brass Rail, window shop. For
Christmas. It’ll be fun… and we want you to see a doctor
there.”
I slump back in my seat, relieved not to be going home
right away. I need to sort some things out. At least I’m out of
that place. Maybe I will be okay after all.
We pull into Howard Johnson’s for a late lunch.
The cozy warmth inside comforts me. We slide into an
upholstered booth and I scan the menu for my favorites: club
sandwich with potato chips and pickles, or macaroni and
cheddar cheese. It surprises me when Mom starts to cry, and I
ask her what’s wrong. A stupid question, given that everything
is wrong. She goes to the ladies room while I sit silently with
Dad, feeling guilty and confused. When she comes back, she
looks a little puffy and has re-applied the Roman Red color to
her lips. She blots them on a napkin.
Back in the car, tension hums under the surface. “Just
a little further,” Dad says, then turns right and cruises up a
long driveway. He parks near the entrance of a very large and
beautiful building that looks like a mansion.
It doesn’t look like a hospital, thank goodness. Its
curving driveway suggests turn-of-the-century elegance.
Perhaps some Arabian horses once grazed here, the dream of
a teenage girl galloping across the open fields. I look up at the
large second-story windows and see metal grates reflecting
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shades of gray in the layered, stormy afternoon sky.
Curious. What kind of place is this? Maybe a private
school like the one I left only a month ago.
“What is this, Dad?”
“It’s a very nice place,” he says. “Not at all like Albany.
We want you to see a specialist here.” Then he’s silent.
I’m nervous now, wondering when we’ll go to the
hotel and start our little break, the vacation he said we all
needed. I ask, but he won’t say any more, just that we’re here to
consult with a doctor.
The three of us walk toward the entrance. Stone
columns rise on either side of a large wood-paneled door,
giving the place a very formal look without revealing
anything about what’s inside. I lean forward to read the small
brass plaque to the right of the door: New York Hospital,
Westchester Division. I suck in a deep breath and feel like
holding it for a long time to prevent the next thing from
happening.
“Come on, Judy,” Dad says gently, holding the door
open. Slowly, I cross the threshold, and find myself in a large
room, like a hotel lobby. There are groupings of upholstered
chairs, handsome carpets, small polished end tables. I catch
the scent of Lemon Pledge as I steady myself, holding onto the
wing of a tall chair.
Dad steps up to a window counter and talks to a
smartly dressed woman with a name badge pinned to her
blue cardigan. After a few minutes I can see him writing,
filling out papers. He glances back at me, then quickly away.
Mom finds a comfortable chair, fumbles nervously for her
Parliaments, fingers the silver foil, pulls out a cigarette and
lights it with her monogrammed lighter.
No one talks to me, and I feel like I’m in a dream or a
movie. I want to sprint out of there, but my feet feel stuck to
the polished floor. Sadness creeps through me like a seasonal
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flu. I fear they might leave me here, and I want to scream, beg
them to take me to the hotel like they promised. Have our
little vacation. Even go home. But I’m so tired. It seems I will
have nothing to say about what happens next.
“Patient was accompanied to admission
room by parents. She was quiet,
withdrawn and almost mute, but fully
cooperative to admission on a Voluntary
Minor application, and accompanied nurse
to Hall 4 without question.”

					…Hospital record,
					
January 1, 1962

Birthday Date

T

he second series of shock treatments is over just in
time for my eighteenth birthday. Since I’ve been good,
I gain more privileges, and get transferred to a new ward.
Lighting up another Marlboro with my new friend, Sandy—
we light our own these days—the subject of Saturday’s dance
arises.
“I’m kind of excited,” I say. “Like nervous. I haven’t
seen a real guy in months, not counting the orderlies around
here. The last guy I danced with at school tried to feel me up
on the walk across campus. I don’t know if I’m ready…”
“Oh, come on, don’t be a baby about it. You probably
just need to get laid! Not likely to happen here, though. They
watch us like hawks, and nowhere to do it. The dance happens
in one big room. Too bad.”
“What’s it like? Girls on one side, boys on the other,
like junior high?”
“Yeah, kind of like that. But a few of us know each
other by now. On this floor, they let us get together once a
month, something to look forward to, you know.”
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Getting dressed after dinner, I have the jitters. I
haven’t worn a skirt since I arrived three months ago. The pain
in my belly is worse today; nerves I guess, or cramps. I don’t
dare complain or I’ll be in trouble with the doctor. I choose a
dark blue pleated skirt with a powder blue V-neck sweater and
black flats. No pins allowed, but they have agreed to let me
wear my silver heart locket. I pull my straight blond hair back
into a ponytail with a rubber band and pale pink ribbon, and
seek out the only mirror on the floor—the one made of highly
polished steel in the common bathroom. Not bad, I muse,
checking my reflection.
The long trek to the community room is fun, sparked
with spirited conversations about who might be there, what
could happen. The energy borders on rowdy, sizzles just under
the acceptable level. No one wants to cross that line, and most
of us can control our behavior.
Soft music emanates from the room ahead.
“Hey, kid,” Sandy says with a quick slap to my butt.
“Smile! This is not a funeral.”
As soon as we are in the room, she lights up and offers
me one. Then she points at various guys.
“Joe over there by the table of Cokes: real cute, great
dancer. Stay away, though. He’s big trouble. He beat up a gal
real bad last winter, broke her front teeth out before they
could take him down. Unpredictable, yeah, that describes
him, but oh-so-sexy.”
“Now Bobby, the blond; he’s kind of sweet, nice, too
nice. Nobody home, though; he’s been here too long.”
“Then there’s the new guy over there, Maurice. Watch
out. Nobody’s got him yet … ”
A Johnny Mathis song, “The Twelfth of Never,” sinks
into my ears and I soak it up, wishing someone would ask me
to dance. Couples drift past in the dim light, clutching each
other as close as they dare.
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I feel a gentle tap on my shoulder. Maurice has
appeared at my side. Liquid, almost black eyes, curly thick
brown hair, and surprisingly taller than he had appeared
across the room.
“Want to dance?”
“That would be nice.”
We float to the middle of the dance floor, and bury
ourselves in the crowd. His arms pull me gently to his chest
and the last four months fall away like a shedding skin. After
all, tomorrow I will “celebrate” my eighteenth birthday and
everything seems suddenly right. Even the dull pain in my
side has receded. “All in the wonderful game … that we know
… as love,” infuses my being, if only for this moment. And I
sink into the safety of the warmth enfolding me.
Where could this ever go? I wonder, and then, What
the hell. I feel happy, relieved, and hopeful. The music and
smooth dance moves soothe my aching mind and body. I let
the night take me as its prisoner and guest. But by morning I
am hot and sick, fever burning over 103 degrees.
Nurses pack me into an ambulance, which speeds me
away from the hospital on my first trip out in three months.
What a way to spend my birthday, I think, dreamy from the
fever, excited to be going somewhere. When they open me
up, my appendix has burst and I am a shade shy of disaster. A
week passes. I’m pumped full of antibiotics and back in the
slammer. But I had a taste of freedom. If I can just manage
to stay clear of trouble and convince the doctors I’m cured,
maybe they’ll let me out.
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Sue Gibson

2nd Place Winner

Baby Dear’s Wedding

“M

ama, why are you ironing?” Mama never
ironed, the ironing lady did.
“You’re crying, too. Why are you crying?” I had never
seen Mama with an iron in her hand and here she was, ironing
and weeping. The tears dribbled down her face and hissed on
the top of the iron. Mama wiped her nose on her sleeve.
“Poor Baby Dear—snuffle, snort— that poor girl.
What will become of her?” Mama moaned as she ironed.
“Sue, something terrible has happened, and now your sister
is getting married. I have failed as a mother, and I don’t
know what your daddy is going to do about this. He may
kill Al. You’re too young to understand, but this is a terrible
time for our family. I had to do something, so I thought I’d
iron, just to take my mind off of it.” She scorched a few more
pillowcases, then heaved herself onto a kitchen chair.
“Go change your clothes and put on something pretty.
We’re all going to Al’s parents’ home for dinner tonight.”
“Why are we going to Al’s house tonight? We don’t
even know them. I don’t want to go.”
“We all have to go, and please don’t make me cry
anymore. This is a time for our family to help poor Baby Dear.
Go get dressed. ”
Daddy arrived and things got livelier. He stomped
around, bellowing. “I never did trust that son-of-a-bitch, and
now all this. I’d like to hang him up by his ears, or something
even better, like that little gadget right between his legs.
Migod, didn’t Baby Dear know enough to stay out of that
bastard’s back seat? We don’t even know any Armenians.
How the hell did they meet? What’s that baby going to look
like.”
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Mama cried and said, “Armenians are Oriental and
that poor little baby is going to have slant eyes.” Bridget
Mary wasn’t too clear on ethnicity or geography. “She was as
pure as the driven snow. That terrible man. She’s just a girl of
eighteen. My poor Baby Dear. How are we going to survive
this dinner tonight?”
All of us, including Baby Dear, who was all fancied up
in a new dress and lots of perfume, climbed into the big blue
Buick Roadmaster and drove out to Yettem, an Armenian
community south of Fresno. Baby Dear hummed and smiled,
Mama cried, Daddy drove too fast and swore, and I sat there.
We arrived at a large farmhouse, set back from the
road, and Al rushed out to meet us. He and Baby Dear
exchanged lots of hugs and kisses and held hands as we walked
in. Al’s parents did not look any happier than mine, and it was
apparent that his father had been into the roki, the homemade
Armenian brandy.
“Sit. Sit. Sit,” said Al’s father as he pointed to a table
that was heaped with food. There were mounds of shish
kabob, heaps of pilaf, piles of homemade Armenian bread,
at least a dozen salads and many side dishes, all on the table
at once. Several desserts lined the side table. It was certainly
different from the lone lamb chops that graced our meals.
We sat and every five minutes or so, Al’s father said,”
If they have to get married, they have to get married.” He
punctuated these announcements with a big fist slam on the
table, and all the dishes jumped and rattled. Mama leaped
along with the dishes, and Daddy hung onto his silverware.
Al’s mother, a sweet dove-like woman, did not sit with us, but
scurried around making sure our plates were full.
It was decided that Baby Dear and Al would marry
as soon as possible and that the wedding would take place in
our home. Charles Albert Zarabedian Junior was born seven
months later, and weighed eight pounds, ten ounces. Mama
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told all her lady friends that it was so wonderful that he was
premature, as heavens only knows how much he would have
weighed if he had been full term.

Baby Dear and the Hombres Malos

M

y sister was a bosomy, long-legged redhead, much
admired by most men, especially the Mexican farm
workers. She was truly La Gringa Bonita. She often took
marriage sabbaticals and caused quite a stir with the boys in
the field. Surely, such a pretty woman could not be happy
without a man in the house. They had the cure for that. Ah,
they would make her happy. Kissy, kissy.
“Mama, Mama, they were here again last night. I was
so afraid. They drove real slow around the house and made
those horrible kissy noises, and one of them said he wanted to
come in and give me a big present. He said it in English, too. I
don’t know what to do. And I have the kids here.”
My sister was on yet another sabbatical from her
marriage and had rented an old farmhouse in the middle of an
orange grove, bordered by a vineyard. It was set back from the
road and had a long driveway that circled around the back of
the house. Her midnight suitors made good use of this.
“Baby Dear, your daddy’s out of town, but I am going
to call Sandy and he’ll figure this out. This is awful. Maybe
you should just come home.”
Sandy Robinson was the County Sheriff and a good
friend. Mama related the story that Mary Elisabeth was
terrified in the middle of the night by a carload of Mexican
farm workers. She told Sandy it had gone on for over two
weeks.
“Well, hell, Bridget, give her John’s thirty-aught-six,
put that Bushnell scope on it and tell her to shoot the sonsa-bitches. That’ll take care of the matter right quick. I could
send a man out, but this ought to finish it. Just let me know if
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I can help any more.”
“Baby Dear, Sandy said to shoot them, but I don’t
know about that. Maybe you should just shoot out their tires.
But that’s not good. They’ll have to sit there. Do you even
know how to shoot a gun? I don’t. I wish your daddy was
home.”
“I know how to take care of that gun. Bring it out. I
don’t want to murder anyone. I want them to leave us alone.”
Now armed, my sister put the kids to bed and turned
out the house lights. At around eleven, a De Soto pulled into
the long driveway and crept up to the house. This time was
even more frightening, as one of the Lotharios got out of the
car and slowly walked up to the house. The rest stayed in the
car to see what kind of luck he had. Just as he was about to
go up the steps, Baby Dear leaped out and shot straight up
in the air. The blast knocked out the porch light and blew
a huge hole in the porch roof. The trees erupted crows that
flapped around, squawking. The would-be lover roared off
into the vineyard, leaving his shoes behind. The driver was so
frightened he flooded the car and it wouldn’t start. And now
they were stuck, sitting there with a crazy gringa, waving a
giant gun at them. Two of the men stumbled out and tried to
push-start the car, urged on by her gun blasts at the heavens.
The car lurched to life and screeched off, leaving the two who
were pushing in the dust. A couple more gun blasts sent them
into the vineyard to join their buddy.
They never came back.
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Linda Lambert

Terry Connelly Scholarship

An exerpt from the novel, Fierce Mornings in Taos

			
			Prologue
I will never forget one thing. In Winter time, when you go
to Wounded Knee, never dig deep into the snow. All you
will do is find the blood left by your family before me.
Think only of them and say, it is a good day to die!
		
–Tashunkala (Little Horse), SihaSapa Lakota

February 3, 2011

J

ustine stood at the frosted window in flannel
pajamas, an Indian blanket curled around her like a
cocoon, curtains drawn to reveal an island of lights on the
Taos university campus a half-mile away. A shooting comet
disappeared into a palette of stars, a mere sliver of moon hung
in the western sky. Barely 4:30 a.m., she hadn’t slept since
Amir’s 2:30 call. In another hour, the mantle of snow on the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains would turn pink in the early
morning light.
Revolution day all over again. She held her steaming
coffee cup with both hands, the noise of the television in the
background. Without turning, she listened to the sounds of
men and women flooding into Tahrir Square in Cairo. It was
Wednesday.
All Amir had said before the line went dead was, “I
love you, Justine. It could be today. Then I’ll be home . . .”
It could be today, which could only mean one thing:
Mubarak was expected to step down. The revolution would
achieve its goal: the end to a brutal thirty-year dictatorship.
Justine felt a tension in her gut—could it be so easy? Could
Mubarak be brought down in less than two weeks? Perhaps,
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but not likely.
She was excited by the possibilities, yet gripped by
deeply unsettling fears for Amir, his leadership role with the
youth of Egypt placing him at great risk of being arrested.
The turmoil in the Middle East was unprecedented, clearly, so
perhaps none of the old rules applied. This is a new game, in
a new world bursting from the ground up, a popular revolution
quickened by social media. But then what? She knew that
if Mubarak were removed, Egyptians would still have the
military and Brotherhood, since no one else was organized.
Perhaps with Amir’s help, those who led the January 25th
revolution would form themselves into a focused political
movement. Perhaps.
Justine gripped the blanket more firmly around her
chilled body and returned to the kitchen for the last dregs of
coffee. On the couch, she curled her stockinged feet under
her and stared at the screen. Tahrir Square was crowded with
thousands chanting, “Down with Mubarak,” arms flailing the
air, placards in Arabic demanding the president’s resignation.
The crowd throbbed, like a singular heart beating at a U2
rock concert.
Now what she saw terrified her: from the edge of the
screen, men rode swiftly into sight on sturdy Arabian horses
and lanky camels, clubs swinging above their heads, then
coming down to strike indiscriminately into the swarm of
young people.
Her vision was captured by a familiar-looking figure
in the throng. While the images were nearly indistinct, she
recognized his gait, his posture, even his profile. Amir! She
smiled involuntarily to see that he was wearing the Kokopelli
scarf she’d given him for Christmas. It must be Amir. She
couldn’t be wrong, could she? He was facing west, toward the
burned-out Hilton, leaning into a small group of four or five
men.
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Suddenly, one of the camel riders rode in his
direction, charged with intent as though he knew his target.
Amir didn’t see him. Justine jumped to her feet, spilling her
coffee, turning over the coffee table. “Amir! Amir! Watch
out!” she yelled. “Amir! Run!” At that moment, she was with
him in the middle of the grassy square, screaming, warning
him. Two men in the crowd pointed frantically and raced
to pull the hoodlum from his camel, but too late. The club
crashed against Amir’s head. She imagined blood spurting
into the charged air. As the rider lifted his club for a second
blow, he was pulled from his camel and beaten into the
ground.
Bloody Wednesday had begun.
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Blues For a Waterfall
Watermedia and collage, 15 ins x 11 ins
Karen Bowers
www. karenbowersstudio.com
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Laura Leigh

Surf Motel Scholarship
Selections from The Garden is my Lover
		SPRING
		tall pine
		
cradles in its branches
		
the new crescent moon
		tulips
		
wet with dew
		touch
		SUMMER
		watermelon wedge
		
pink flesh black seeds and rind
		sticky smiles
		
		
		

sun warmed bed
stretching naked ladies
signal summer’s end

		AUTUMN
		
rhythm in the wind
		
small wings of butterflies glide
		
through yellow mustard
		billowing softly
		
up through the river valley
		
misty fog returns
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		WINTER
		no wind
		
a single leaf falls
		
catching my breath
		
		
		

as you walk away
words fall on empty ground
ravens call loudly
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debee loyd

Friends of MCWC Scholarship

		cold salmon
		
		
		
		

looking at the luncheon
table you prepared
i feel pity
and a little nauseous

		crackers lie
		
on a small plate
		
which is old
		
in the far north you do things
		
to get by, throw away nothing
		except people
		
		
		
		

braver than i, the salmon gave in
i look at his bones
criss-crossed and angry around
the tender flesh
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Catherine Marshall
3rd Place winner

Crossing the Border

W

e crawl with eight lanes of traffic toward the
border crossing at Tijuana. The windows of my VW
are down, but nothing except exhaust fumes roll in. Vendors
walk between the vehicles waving snacks and souvenirs. Even
if we want to buy something we have no more room. The car
is filled with camping gear, bags of dirty clothes and boxes
of food. A surf board is secured on the roof. We look like a
young couple just returning from Baja, or so I hope.
Damian grips the steering wheel and stares straight
ahead. His lips move as he practices what we planned to say.
I’m usually the driver, but today he volunteered because it
looks better.
“You okay?” I ask.
He takes a deep breath, exhales then leans back in the
seat and smiles. “Sure. Don’t worry.”
We’d agreed to speak only English till we got to the
California side.
I have to hand it to him. Most guys wouldn’t be
looking so cool. That confidence is one reason I find him so
attractive. When immigration raided the Queen Mary, his
first U.S. job, he escaped arrest by simply not running. It helps
that he doesn’t look or act like the others. He walks tall and
meets the gaze of strangers with dark, penetrating eyes. His
mahogany skin and aquiline nose give him the appearance
of an East Indian yogi. When we met at a Palo Alto dance
club nine months ago, I was charmed by his broad smile and
easy way of making friends. We plan to marry in Carson City
once we get home. Today we’re wearing the wedding rings
we purchased at a jewelry store in Mexico City. Posing as a
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married couple was just a little lie. He introduced me to his
family as his esposa.
“Tee shirts. Souvenirs.” A hawker walks between the
cars, jostling a pole laden with shirts and baseball caps. He
glances in our car hopefully, then leers at me before Damian
waves him away.
I’m anxious to get home. The chronic dysentery and
the Hepatitis A I caught last month have taken a toll. Today
I have killer menstrual cramps and can’t remember where I
packed the Tylenol. I pull my legs up and turn toward the
passenger door, trying to find a position to provide some relief.
I need to find a restroom soon for a lot of reasons, but the line
of cars looks endless.
Ahead we see the border guards leaning into the
driver-side windows, scoping out the occupants and deciding
who’s free to pass and who needs further examination. Some
have to open their trunks and suitcases and answer more
questions. Others are waved through. The process is not
totally random. Old folks in RVs usually get a pass. Hippies
are always pulled over and given a hard time. In our travels,
we’ve seen lots of stupid stoners with the contents of their
vans strewn about the road by federales looking for drugs and
hoping for bribes. During our trip from Mazatlan to Cancun
and back, we avoided hassles at checkpoints by dressing as if
we were going to church.
“Just camping in Baja for a couple of weeks and
headed back to Palo Alto.” I recite what we agreed to say.
“I got it. Don’t worry.”
“You don’t need to say too much. It’ll sound like
you’re nervous.”
He gives me a look that says, enough. He’s way more
expert at this and doesn’t need my advice.
We’re taking a chance, but I think it’s worth it.
Damian has missed his family and I wanted a trip to Mexico.
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In 1975, Americans camping in Baja only need a driver’s
license to cross the border. By posing as a couple returning
from a short camping trip we could get Damian back in the
States more safely than the usual illegal routes. We stowed
away any evidence of our three-month adventure and put our
camping gear on top.
“Where are you coming from?” The tall border patrol
agent bends toward the window and takes our drivers’ licenses
Damian has ready.
“Baja. Camping and surfing.” Damian looks up at
him while the officer compares our pictures with our faces.
“Bringing anything back from Mexico? Any fruit in
your cooler?”
Damian looks at me. “Any fruit?” he asks.
“We got rid of the fruit and I bought a serape. That’s
okay, right?” I ask.
The officer ignores me. “Both U.S. Citizens?”
“Yes.” Damian says. His accent is heavy so he keeps
his answers short.
He looks at the licenses again. “You two married?”
“Yeah.”
“How come you don’t have the same last name?”
I lean over Damian and smile up at the officer. “I kept my own
name. I guess I’m one of those women’s libbers.”
He looks at Damian with some sympathy and
Damian rolls his eyes as if to say, See what I have to put up
with?
The officer walks around the back of the VW. I stare
out the passenger window, feigning disinterest in the fact that
he’s peering in at our mess. In plain sight is a half-opened box
of Tampax. I thought it was a nice touch of domesticity.
“All right, go ahead. If you’re looking for a restroom,
there’s one up a mile on your right. There’s a long wait for the
ones here.” He thumps the door, signaling he’s finished and
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motions us to move on.
“Thanks.” Damian hands me back the licenses and
puts the car into gear. We pull ahead, but the traffic is still
sluggish. We don’t celebrate. We don’t even look at each
other. No point in flaunting our success until we're down the
road. I know I risk serious penalties if we’re caught smuggling
Damian back in the States, but I don’t want to know exactly
what that means. As long as I am with him, I’m living a
charmed life and nothing can go wrong.
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Lindsey Smith

Friends of MCWC Scholarship

Ocular Proof

M

y father is talking about the rez to a real Native
from a real rez—a kid who grew up in Cochiti
but didn't smoke and went to private school—and it is
embarrassing me. He starts with a light story about getting
ready for a double date by bathing from a galvanized tub,
water heated on the wood stove one bucketful at a time. Then
we spiral to suffering deep rat bites and hoping for the best;
huffing gasoline until the steel sides of the jerrycan contracted
and popped like a heaving chest; a friend who hung himself,
his mother howling as she clutched the body. I heard these
stories when I was little, and they fascinated me. He had
done things and seen things other dads hadn’t; he’d had the
privilege of being an outsider drawn in. Now these stories
make me uncomfortable. They make me wonder what the hell
he wants to prove.
But really, my embarrassment has nothing to do with
whom he’s talking to. Sure, maybe the kid doesn’t want to
hear it. After all, he went to college to escape the drinking
and the lethargy and the self-debasement. But that is not my
concern. What concerns me is that my father is not telling
the whole truth. He is white and the rez was just an alternate
universe he moved in during the late '60s. A five-foot-six,
185-pound guard, with dimples and blue eyes, he played
football with muddy-looking boys who were Mission and
Luiseño. The Native boys on the team formed a dark wall of
silence at school, but on the weekends they went out to the
Pala Reservation before it was a place to win big, cruised in
an old DeSoto and laughed deep laughs. They talked and they
drove, and sometimes they drank a little while my dad DD'ed.
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My father leans on the dining table and takes us back
to a rez festival where men danced in turkey-feather regalia
and some Native kids saved him from an ass kicking. But
he fails to mention why he even went to the rez in the first
place: the mother who had something between an alcohol
problem and a morphine addiction; the father who had an
occasional affair; the obsessive-compulsive sister; the eldest
brother zealously basking in the love of Jesus; another brother,
somewhere near Khe Sanh or Hue or Con Thien, doing
things that were only talked about once, thirty years later.
The rez wasn't a weekend getaway, but it was a place
where the problems weren't his. Without this context my
father sounds like a boy trying to prove his fake ID is real.
Yet, as much as this bothers me—precisely because it bothers
me—I must admit that I understand what he’s getting at.
Belonging to something so foreign, with no tangible signs
of it in your daily life, fuels the desire to prove to someone,
everyone, that you endured the rats.
Ask me about life in Southern Italy and my mind
floods with contorted olive trees, sheeny fields of tobacco
and wheat, riding a sub-regional train in the late afternoon
through dewed spires of vines, the clear warmth of the sea and
the hot gold of the sand.
But I wouldn’t tell you about these things. I’d rather
tell you about the jocular, sportive, and colorful prostitutes I
passed every day on my way to class, and the small homemade
bombs that exploded in the street in front of me. About
grinding, unbearable poverty that blanched buildings and
people, cowed old women and young men. Gunshots outside
my apartment during breakfast. Used syringes on the
sidewalk under a spray paint splash: Dio c’ è—“God exists.”
My friends back home expected sunflowers and
romance with tanned men, and the gunshots and prostitutes
seem like campy stage props. They laugh and doubt me a little,
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because I give them these props without the larger, messy
context. How do I render life in a place that trades in crimes
of survival and excess, and remains stunning, vital, dignified?
I try and fall flat, resorting to vivid bits of shock. Every time,
I wonder in what ways my father has cherry-picked the rez
to make it more real. What moments of complex beauty
has he never found the words to convey? Like him, one day
something far outside the rest of myself was mashed into my
identity, and I have no way of proving it.
So we tell the darkest stories we can. Southern Italy
seems more real in these 2-D truths than if I try to share the
viscous tone of the local dialect, or the salt and pine tang
in the air on the Ionian coast. My bombs and dirty needles
become ocular proof, like his knotty and discolored scar, a
souvenir from the rats used to prove to the world that a blond,
blue-eyed guard on a high school football team once belonged
to a band of Indians.
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Laura West

Mary Bradish Scholarship
Excerpt From Like Mira

S

ummer wound down to Fall. With it came the Jewish
New Year, which ended in Yom Kippur, the Day of
Atonement. I had been invited by my friend Mira to attend
services at a nearby shul led by Rabbi Shulamit, whom I had
met at an interfaith women’s group. Rabbi Shulamit was a
vibrant woman with shining eyes who heartily embraced
me whenever we met. I liked that, and I liked the depth and
familiarity I felt about Jewish culture whenever I was around
her. I felt drawn to attend the services and reconnect with
my Jewish roots. I had run away from Judaism long ago and
into the safer arms of Buddhism, and I sometimes joked that
“God” was a four-letter word to me.
I accepted the invitation and showed up at the shul
on Yom Kippur Eve. The days had been getting noticeably
shorter, the sun was pale and low in the sky, and there was a
bite in the wind as I stepped out of my car. I hurried inside
where Rabbi Shulamit, in her tallis, greeted me with her
usual hug. The small congregation sat in a semi-circle around
a beautiful five-foot high wooden ark made of redwood and
some lighter colored wood, carved at the ends into the most
intriguing forms. The ark was open and the Torah unrolled. A
member of the congregation began to read. Like ringing bells,
the Hebrew words pierced my mind, setting up a resonance. I
knew not from where it came, but my body began trembling
and tears rolled down my cheeks. Someone put an arm around
me. The rest of the service was a blur.
It was late when I arrived home, but I couldn’t rest,
and decided instead to sit in meditation in order to gain
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some composure. I hadn’t sat long before my body became
rigid. My eyes were closed but as if in a dream, I saw a black
boot kicking and I heard a woman scream. I jumped out of
meditation in a panic. By morning I was still so shaken I
couldn’t go to Yom Kippur services. But despite last night’s
traumatic moment, in order to calm myself, I decided to
meditate again. After all, last night’s experience was just a play
of the mind, wasn’t it?
I sat for fifteen minutes when something impossible
happened: I heard myself speaking, no, wildly complaining, in
a language I didn’t know. I was addressing these complaints to
a blond-haired man and it seemed imperative he understand
me. I also saw I was holding a dead baby in my arms. As much
as I wished to stop this experience, I couldn’t, but I did gain
a little distance from the situation. I felt myself being two
people at once. It was as if another woman was using my
body to vent unexpressed grief. This woman’s complaining
went on and on, way past my compassion for her situation. I
found myself wishing she would get over it already. Finally,
the vision wound down. I was left completely drained and
wanting nothing more but to forget it. Thankfully, sleep came
easily.
In the days that followed, I felt off center. What had
happened did not fit my world view at all. I kept turning these
events over in my mind. How to make sense of them? I couldn’t.
Did I have a psychotic episode? Somehow that seemed a safer
bet than that some part of me knew a foreign language, maybe
from another lifetime. That was really going too far.
Rabbi Shulamit called me the next day, and I told her
a condensed version of what happened. “Would you like to
talk more about it?” she asked.
“Thank you, but no,” I said. I really didn’t want to
trigger more of this nightmarish stuff. I felt I needed a long
break from it, hopefully forever.
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“Why don’t you share your experience with Mira?” Rabbi
Shulamit suggested.
I said I would think about calling her. That day in
the mail a book arrived from my sister-in-law Nicole with
a note. “Samyamo Bikkhu asked me to send this book to
you. It’s called Art, Music and Education as Strategies for
Survival: Theresienstadt 1941-1945.” Samyamo, a close friend
of the family, was a Cambodian Buddhist monk who had
miraculously escaped from the holocaust of the Pol Pot
regime. I had never heard of the word Theresienstadt, and
“Strategies for Survival” didn’t seem like an optimistic subject.
I quickly put the book on a shelf and forgot about it.
A year later, almost to the day, I took the book off
the shelf and peered at its back cover. My eyes were drawn
to a small boy in shorts, and I heard the words, “You know
him” inside my head. On the book’s cover was a portrait of a
woman, and again I heard myself saying, “She looks like me.”
I opened the book and read. Theresienstadt, I discovered, was
the Nazi’s “model” concentration camp. It was the site where
many artists, musicians and scientists had been interned. I
leafed through the pages to the section devoted to the woman
pictured on the cover. A cascade of knowing flowed through
my mind. I had been this woman.
The scary sensations from meditation a year ago fell
into context. My name had been Friedl Dicker-Brandeis.
I had been born in Vienna. My mother had died when I
was an infant and I was raised by my father. I’d studied art
at the Bauhaus, and had been interrogated by the SS three
times before escaping Vienna to Czechoslovakia where I
had cousins. I fell in love with and married my cousin Pavel.
We prayed and prayed to have a child and I created artwork
of my prayers. Pavel and I were rounded up and sent to
Theresienstadt, and it was there our dream materialized and I
became pregnant. But when my baby began to show, I was
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beaten and kicked in the abdomen by a guard, causing the
baby to abort. The blond-haired man of my vision had been
this very guard. Then Pavel and I were deported to Auschwitz
and I was gassed along with the children who had been my art
students at Theresienstadt.
My mind reeled from the sudden knowing that
reincarnation was a fact, and I took comfort from this gift of
Samyamo’s. It seemed like a coincidence, yet not a coincidence
at all, that he sent me this book. It appeared it took one
survivor of a holocaust to know another, even if the knowing
might not be conscious. After months of processing this
information, I began to want to tell my story, but there were
precious few I felt could hear it without disbelief. Mira, of
course, was the one I told first. She listened with the gentlest
silence I have ever felt.
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Spotlight on Mendocino
Oil, 20 ins x 30 ins
Erin Dertner
www.erindertner.com
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Judge’s Comments
Judge Susan Bono, editor of Tiny Lights: A Journal of
Personal Narrative:

T

his year’s winners demonstrate the amazing range of
voice and subject matter to be found at MCWC. The
excerpt from First Place winner Gillian Herbert’s memoir,
No Telling, paints a wrenching portrait of a young girl’s
awakening in a society that condemns homosexuality. The
narrator’s loneliness and confusion are palpable as she
struggles to reconcile the joy of self-discovery with the need to
hide the truth. Second Place author Sue Gibson’s rambunctious assemblage of small town life bubbles over with humor
and stylish writing, while Catherine Marshall’s Third Place
Border Crossing captures the drama of an illegal act with
power and economy. Many thanks to these writers for their
contributions. Their words helped make our conference especially dynamic.
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Author Biographies
Mikey Bettencourt: Having successfully been immortal
for the first 18 years of his life, Mikey Bettencourt is a
self-proclaimed poet and a heavy thinker. He has been a
participant in Ukiah High School’s Poetry Slam Team and
Gay Straight Alliance, and is a Boy Scout and Eagle Scout of
Troop 353. He plans to put his poetry to work as an author,
and possibly become a literature/poetry teacher.
Anandi van Diepen-Hedayat is a California expat now
living in Connecticut. Born in Santa Rosa, she spent her
young years on the North Coast and the Central Coast,
where she attended the University of California, Santa
Cruz as an undergraduate. She now works in environmental
policy as a writer, researcher, and, above all, a student. She is
a Master’s degree candidate at Yale University.
Judith Fisher is a writer and massage therapist living in
Mendocino County, CA. The work included here is from
her memoir, slated for publication in 2014. Bookbinder’s
Daughter, a Life Lost and Found, tells of a girl growing up
with her mother’s mental illness, surviving suicide attempts,
shock treatments, rape, and a near-death experience. She
discovered forgiveness, soul-searching, and healing. Excerpts
of the book have also appeared in The Sun magazine.
Sue Gibson has been on this earth many years and certainly
doesn’t want to talk about all of them. She’s had three
different careers and is now just starting to fiddle with
words.
Gillian P. Herbert was born in Canada, raised in England,
and lived in the San Francisco Bay Area for over twenty— 61 —

five years. She now lives in the foothills of the Sierras in
California, on serene ranch land, along with her partner and
cat. When not writing, she spends time in her glass studio
creating fused glass bowls and platters.
Linda Lambert has written several internationally acclaimed
books on educational leadership. Her seventh non-fiction
book, with co-author Mary Gardner, Women’s Ways of
Leading, integrates her global work in leadership with
feminist and historical themes that take center stage in her
novels as well. Experience as a state department envoy to
Egypt launched a trilogy of novels including The Cairo Codex,
Etruscan Evenings and Fierce Mornings in Taos. Dr. Lambert
is Professor Emeritus at California State University, East Bay,
a full-time author, and lives on The Sea Ranch, California,
with her husband, Morgan Lambert.
Laura Leigh’s love of haiku began in 2002 with a book
of translations by Japanese masters. She received second
honorable mention in the Ukiahaiku Festival Competition
in 2007 and 2011. In 2012 she received second place in
“Innovative Haiku.” She’s been published in The Lighthouse
Peddler of Point Arena since 2008 under the name “Mai
Haiku,” which means “Haiku Dance.” She has collected 249
haiku to create The Garden is my Lover, her first book.
debee loyd chronicles life in the dusty-hot central valley, deep
in Okie country, ferreting poems from mouths that taught her
to speak, write it down, listen, but most of all, live it. A piano
teacher, loyd also travels, is “Abi” to 2 grandsons and fiddles
Wednesday nights with “just good folk.” Her work appears
in The Gathering (Ina Coolbrith Circle 2012), was read at
Berkeley Poets Dinner 2013, and languishes in cupboard
drawers, waiting.
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Jewels Marcus has been writing poems in her head for so long
they finally leaked out in her sixtieth year. Published in At the
Edge, the anthology of the Mendocino Coast Chapter of the
California Writer’s Club; Is That Baby Vicious, Liliah Ornelas
publisher; Good Words, the Redwood College publication, her
work has also appeared in the Ekphrasis project sponsored by
the Writers of the Mendocino Coast and Partners Gallery of
Mendocino. She lives in Fort Bragg with faithful critic, Moose
the Wonder Dog.
Catherine Marshall is a consultant to nonprofits and an
experienced technical writer, producing grant, marketing
and policy documents for her customers. Recently she’s taken
up creative writing and is finishing her first memoir about
her experiences adopting her foster children. She is grateful
for the support from the Mendocino writing community.
Catherine is the author of Field Building: Your Blueprint for
Creating an Effective and Powerful Social Movement.
Mari Naal is a senior and emerging poet and artist from
the greatly supportive Mendocino Community High
School. She is the recipient of the 2013 Bob and Judy
Matthey Scholarship. Her inspiration comes from her school
community, her dreams, her fantastic, nerdy friends, teacher
Jim Jennings, and all the cute wild animals she tries to
befriend on her porch in the middle of the night.
Lindsey Smith grew up on the Northern California coast and
spent a year in Southern Italy during college. An alumna of
Stanford University, she wrote this piece during a Levinthal
Tutorial in her senior year. Though employed in the nonprofit
sector, she is applying to MFA programs, and is hopeful. This
essay first appeared in April 2012 in Issue 3 of Under the
Gumtree. It appears here in a revised form.
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Laura West grew up in Manhattan and spent most of her life
in Connecticut. Three years ago, she came to Ukiah for the
birth of her first grandchild and never left. Being somewhat
dyslexic, writing was something she avoided assiduously.
She has drawn and painted her whole life instead. With the
advent of Spell Check, writing has become an open door for
her. She is now thoroughly hooked on it.
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About the Mendocino Coast Writers
Conference

E

very July for twenty-four years, the Mendocino Coast
Writers Conference has brought writers together for a
three day conference on the spectacular Northern California
coast. Under the guidance of established writers, editors,
agents, and publishers, participants can develop their craft
along with their connections to other writers and the
publishing world. Past instructors, chosen as much for their
teaching ability as for their writing credentials include Alison
Luterman, Ellen Sussman, James Houston, John Dufresne,
Ellen Bass, Kim Addonizio, Valerie Miner, Ben Percy, Jean
Hegland, David Corbett, Robin Hemley, Elizabeth Rosner,
and Victoria Zacheim.
Presenters for the July 25–27 2013 conference were:
Judith Barrington, Annie Bomke, Lewis Buzbee, Carolyn
Cooke, Cynthia Frank, Anne Hill, Haven Logan, Joshua
McKinney, Carolyn Nash, Peter Orner, Katy Pye, Josh Weil,
and Olga Zilberbourg.
Board Members for the twenty-fourth annual
conference were Henri Bensussen, Maureen Eppstein, Tony
Eppstein, Kate Erickson, Patty Joslyn, Barbara Lee, Jill Myers,
Katy Pye, Ginny Rorby, Fran Schwartz, Nona Smith, and
Norma Watkins.
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